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recurrent neural networks [8]. Neural networks may offer a
good alternative for the dynamic approach of speech
synthesis due to their inherent capability of capturing
complex nonlinear relations in data. Neural networks were
already used in different applications of speech synthesis,
mostly in text-to-speech converters [9-10]. In these works,
the role of the neural network was to map the phoneme
symbols to the control parameters of the synthesizer, and not
to generate directly the speech signal. The use of neural
networks as generators was mostly studied for the case of
time-series prediction. Different topologies have been
proposed under the name of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [11, 12]. The basic topology consisted of a feedforward network in which feedback connections were added
to previous layers. A good approach for time series
prediction seems to be such a feed-forward network
(perceptron), with or without one or more hidden layers,
where the next input vector is determined by the previous
output values in a process called sequence generation
(moving the network over the time series) [13-15]. In general,
the prediction performance is acceptable but only for one or
a few instances in advance. In [8] we investigated the
possibility of training a similar topology for the generation of
three new periods of elemental pattern, which we considered
to be a quite good long-run result. The phoneme sound was
finally generated in a repetitive loop. The results were
promising, and therefore the present work aimed to extend
the research with other types of RNNs in order to obtain a
better performance. Specifically, we have focused on a
version of Elman network [16, 17]. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: The Elman-type network topology and
training process are detailed in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the implementation of the Elman-type network for phoneme
generation. The simulation results are presented in Section 4
and the conclusions in the last section.
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controlled by chaotic sources. The experimental results
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Natural language processing along with its applications
in synthetic speech generation and text-to-speech converters
is still a challenging domain for artificial intelligence.
Speech synthesis can be produced by varied techniques
which can be mainly grouped in three classes: concatenative
synthesis, formant/parametric synthesis, and articulatory
synthesis [1-3]. These techniques have their own advantages
and disadvantages, but in spite of the progress made in the
field even the most refined speech synthesis systems are
monotonous and cannot deal with the problem of emphasis.
Even if it’s not very clear what is missing from the
synthesized sounds one possible clue is to take into account
the dynamics of speech rather than the time/frequency
domain representations. Recently, a new direction of
research started towards developing models based on the
nonlinear dynamics of speech. Different approaches have
been suggested which are based on the identification of the
nonlinear type of the vocal dynamics [4-6].
In aprevious work, we have started to investigate the
possibility of synthesizing speech phonemes starting from a
dynamic model based on chaotic control of the phonemes’
elementals [7].A deeper investigation of the dynamic
properties of phonemes revealed the fact that natural
phonemes could be analyzed in terms of some elemental
patterns. For instance, the vowels are composed of
repetitions of the same elemental pattern with certain
variations (assumed to be chaotic) of the signal parameters. It
was assumed that the impression of naturalness in human
voice is due to the chaotic nature of the speech phenomenon
and is akin to a controlled chaos process. The suggested
model for phoneme synthesis consisted of the generation of
the elemental patterns by a harmonic series and the repetition
of that pattern in time with the signal parameters controlled
by a chaotic source. In another work, we investigated the
possibility to generate the phoneme elementals through
© 2013. The authors - Published by Atlantis Press

II. ELMAN-TYPE NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND TRAINING
The main idea in RNNs is to add feedback connections to
previous layers of a basic feed-forward structure. Of course,
it’s possible to have a fully connected or recurrent network
where each node has input from all other nodes including the
node itself. In this case the network does not have a distinct
input layer. In time series applications, for practical reasons,
we are interested in partial RNNs, where there are some
nodes that provide the sequential context and receive
feedback from other nodes. The feedback connections create
some supplementary nodes to the input layer and they are
often called context units. The role of these nodes is to create
a long term memory that provides to the input the knowledge
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about the previous inputs. Different topologies of RNNs can
be configured in this way, depending on the layer from
where the feedback connections are taken. Two very popular,
and in a way similar structures, were proposed by Jordan and
Elman [21, 16]. In this work, we used a version of Elman
network with a single output which is depicted in Fig. 1. The
input layer is comprised of N units. The context layer and the
hidden layer have both M units. The neurons in the hidden
layer feed back to the neurons in the context layer. In this
way, outputs from each of the hidden layer units at time t
become additional inputs to the network at time t + 1. Also,
there is feedback from each context unit to itself. The
dynamics of the network is described by the following set of
equations:
,…,
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Figure 1. Structure of the Elman-type network.

(1)

IoPairs = {[(x1, x2,…, xN), (xN+1)], [(x2, x3,…, xN+1),
(xN+2)],…, [(xi, xi+1,…, xi+N-1), (xi+N)],…, [(xS-N, xS-N+1,…, xS-1),
(6)
(xS)]}, i∈ [1, S–N].

∑
(2)
.

∑

The number of neurons in the input layer, N, matches the
number of samples of previous data. The training algorithm
tries to minimize for all the input-output pairs the mean
square error

(3)
.

(4)
.(5)

½∑

X(t): input function which supplies N temporal values
from the time-series;
: net-input function of the j-th unit in the hidden
layer;
: weight on the connection to the j-th unit in the
hidden layer from the i-th unit in the input layer;
: weight on the connection to the c-th unit in the
context layer from the j-th unit in the hidden layer;
: output of the c-th unit in the hidden layer at
time t – τ, where τ is the time delay;
μ: parameter which determines the amount of influence
of previous time steps at the inputs of context layer;
: bias value of the j-th unit in the hidden layer;
: output of the j-th unit in the hidden layer at time t;
: activation function of the neurons in the hidden layer;
: net-input function of the output unit;
: weight on the connection to the output unit from the
j-th unit in the hidden layer;
: bias value of the output unit;
: output of the Elman network;
: activation function of the output neuron;
The basic structure of Elman network is a standard feedforward layered network, and therefore the training of the
connection weights follows the standard generalized delta
rule. The activation function for the hidden and output layers
used in the experiments was the hyperbolic tangent function.
First, the training procedure requires a set of input-output
pairs that are instances of a functional mapping y = F(x),
where x and y are real vectors, x∈RN, y∈R. The neural
network is given a number of N previous samples of the time
series and has to generate the next sample value in the series.
For a time series of S samples, the following input-output
pairs or exemplars are formed:

,

(7)

, is the generated output and is
where
the desired output for the s-th exemplar. The gradient descent
is used down the global error surface E = ΣEs. In order to
derive the weight-update equations it is convenient to use the
and the hidden layer
notations of the output layer delta,
:
delta,
,

(8)
.

(9)

Thus, the weight-update equations for the hidden and output
layers are:
1

Δ

1

Δ

,

(10)
,

(11)

wherer is the learning rate parameter (usually, r<< 1), m is
the momentum term (typically, 0 <m< 1), and
Δ

1 ,

Δ

1 .

III.

PHONEME GENERATION SET-UP

In this work we have focused upon vowels considering
that the impression of artificial or mechanical sounds created
by synthesizers is mostly due to their difficulty in
reproducing sustained vowels. The proposed approach
continues the main idea introduced in some previous works
[7, 8], with the purpose to improve the results of elementals
generation. Every sound of a phoneme is composed of a
series of repetitive patterns that show slight variations of the
signal parameters. However, among all the variations, a
typical pattern or elemental can be identified. For illustration
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TABLE I.

ppurpose, the siggnal of the voccal phonemes, /a/pronounced
/
by
a female personn, along with an
a instance of thhe correspondiing
e
elemental
patteern are shown in
i Fig. 2. The vocal sound daata
w
were
sampled at
a 96 kHz with
h 16 bits. The elemental
e
patteern
m be consideered like a seeed in constructting the phonem
may
me
s
signal.
If this pattern
p
is repeaated in time (cconcatenated) the
t
p
phoneme
sounnd can be reconstructed. An importaant
o
observation
shoould be made here.
h
Even if in
i this process of
c
concatenation
the elemental sample was taken from the
t
o
original
phoneeme signal, th
he resulted souund was not as
n
natural
as the original. Simiilar results were obtained with
w
w
whatever
elemeental was chossen. Therefore it seems that the
t
s
slight
variationss of the elemen
ntal shapes as thhey chain in tim
me
o
one
after anotther may be the cause thhat produces the
t
s
sensation
of a natural
n
sound.
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Figure 2. The siignal of vowel /a/ and
a a correspondinng typical elementtal
patttern.

The presentt approach con
nsisted of threee phases: (i) we
w
trrained first ann Elman-type network
n
to learrn as accurate as
p
possible
the shaape of a typicaal elemental; (iii) the elementtals
a generated by
are
b the trained neural networrk using its ow
wn
p
previous
generaated data as in
nputs in an oppen loop; (iii) the
t
p
phoneme
was synthesized
s
using a series off elementals with
w
m
modified
param
meters controlleed by an externnal source.
In order too tune the parameters
p
of the Elman-tyype
n
network
for obtaining the best perfoormances, som
me
innformation reggarding the speectrum analysiis were used [7].
[
W were intereested to estimaate the magnituude and phase of
We
d
different
frequeency componen
nts. The spectrrum analysis was
w
p
performed
baseed on discrete Fourier
F
transforrm (DFT):
/

∑

/

,

EXPERIMENTA
AL RESULTS

Thee network was trained to learrn the elementtal patterns
for eacch phoneme. The
T training daata was formeed out of a
series of
o three samplles of elemental data accordding to (6).
The best results weree obtained wheen the number of neurons
h
layer were
w
adjustedd for each
in the input and hidden
phonem
me in part. Dettailed results are
a presented here
h
for the
phonem
me /a/. The num
mber of neuronns in the inputt layer was
chosen that it may cover
c
at least the period acccording to
I The maximuum value testedd was for the number of
Table I.
samples of an elemeental. The num
mber of neuroons in the
hidden layer (and consequently in the conttext layer)
determiines the amounnt of influence of previous stteps. If this
numberr approaches thhe number of input
i
layer an over
o
fitting
phenom
menon was mannifested. Howeever, this effectt is reduced
when thhe input layer and
a hidden layyer have the sam
me number
of neurrons, around thhe value of thee period. A serries of tests
were performed
p
for the following values: input layer, 365
neuronss; hidden (conttext) layer, 2200 neurons; r = 0.001; m =
0.05; μ = 0.01. Connvergence can be noticed affter several
epochs as shown in Fig.
F 3a. In Fig. 3b the capabbility of the
networkk to learn the original elemeental fluctuatioons can be
observeed.

15000

1/

(13)

Depeending on thee values of a1, a2, and a3, the initial
conditioons may be drrawn to a chaootic attractor. During
D
the
learningg phase the vallue of μ was keept constant.
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wherea and b are
w
a parameters. From the sequuence of compllex
n
numbers,
of thee same length as
a the experim
mental time-seriies,
thhe power speectrum was obtained,
o
and accordingly the
t
p
periods,
measuured in numb
ber of samplees, of the maain
f
frequencies
couuld be computeed (see Table I)).
The maximuum mode in thee spectrum andd the period weere
c
considered
wheen the numberr of neurons inn the input layyer
a in the hiddden layer wass selected.The topology of the
and
t
E
Elman
networkk with feedback
k connections from
f
each conteext
u to itself haas the advantage of providinng supplementaary
unit
c
control
of the context for the
t next outpuut vector in the
t
s
sequence.
In thhis regard, the parameter μ inn (2) was usedd in
thhe generating phase to proviide a slight moodification in the
t
n
network
outpuut elementals, simulating thhe variations of
e
elemental
as inn the original tiime series. Forr each output the
t
v
value
of the paarameter μ wass controlled by a chaotic sourrce
g
given
by the quuadratic map:
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Figure 3.
3 (a) The mean sqquared error. (b) Thhe generated elem
mental pattern
(black) along withh the input data (ggray) for elementall /a/.

Thee network is more
m
dynamic than the previous tested
topologgy in [8]. The negative spikke which was difficult to
follow in the previouus approach caan be traced much
m
easier
T
network started to
with thhe present coonfiguration. The
generatte the future siignal using at each step its own
o
output
which is
i shifted one unit to the right in the inputt vector. In
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this way, the network was completely independent from the
training data and predicted the continuation of the input
signal with 365 new samples.
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